Consider a set of circles of the same length and r irregular polygons with vertices on a circle of this length. Each of the polygons has to be arranged on a given subset of all circles and the positions of the polygon on the different circles are depending on each other. How should the polygons be arranged relative to each other to minimize some criterion function depending on the distances between adjacent vertices on all circles?
Introduction
In connection with railway and road transportation problems Cerny [5] mentioned the following scheduling problem. A set of train-routes is passing through some railway station or is using a common track. Trains of the same route arrive regularly, i.e. the time intervals between two successive trains of the same route are constant. How should the routes be scheduled such that the safety interval between successive trains in the station or on the track becomes as large as possible?
A mathematical description of this problem may be given as follows. We represent the scheduling period by a circle. The arrivals of trains of one route correspond to the vertices of a regular polygon. The vertices of this polygon are lying on the circle. So each route is represented by a regular polygon with vertices on the circle. How should these polygons be moved relative to each other, such that the minimal distance between neighboring vertices on the circle is maximized?
Guldan [8] gave an algorithmic solution method for this problem. The main idea is to decompose the set of all possible schedules of the polygons into an exponential 0166-218X/96/$15.00 © 1996 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved SSDI 01 66-218X(95)00100-X number of local regions. Each local region can be characterized by an acyclic graph and the corresponding local optimization problem can be solved by longest path calculations.
Another solution method for the problem is given by Vince [14] . His method depends on a reformulation of the problem as a graph theoretic problem. The running times of both mentioned algorithms are exponential.
In connection with the above-mentioned railway problem, one can also think about some other optimization criterion. If all the trains use a common track, then it is in the interest of the passenger that the average waiting time or the maximum waiting time becomes as small as possible. These two optimization criteria and the optimization criteria to maximize the safety interval are special cases of one criterion function f(ul . which describe the objectives to minimize the maximum waiting time and to maximize the safety interval. Burkard [4] has shown that for the case of two regular polygons and for an arbitrary value of p the function (1.1) attains its minimum if one of the distances between vertices of the two polygons is equal to A. [2 lcm(ml, m2) ] -1, where A denotes the length of the circle, ml and m 2 the number of vertices of the two polygons and lcm(ml, m2) the least common multiple of the numbers ml and m2.
Another analytic result for problems of this type is given by Hurink [9] . Here the optimal value of the criterion function (1.3) for three regular polygons is given explicit in dependence of the number of vertices of the polygons. For problems with four or more polygons there are only analytic results for a few very special type of problems (see [4, 2] ).
The papers mentioned so far are all dealing with scheduling regular polygons. But in practice it appears that the arrivals of trains are not regular. It may happen that there are fixed periodic patterns for the arrivals of the trains of one route. In the mathematical description this leads to a replacement of the regular polygons by irregular polygons. The length of the scheduling period (i.e. the length of the circle) will now be the least common multiplier of the length of all period patterns for the different routes.
This type of polygon scheduling problems was first discussed by Brucker and Meyer [3] . For the case of two irregular polygons and the criterion functions (1.2) and (1.3) they have developed efficient algorithms. The running time of these algorithms depends polynomially on the number of vertices of the two polygons.
The problem of scheduling r irregular polygons with the criterion function (1.1) is considered in Brucker et al. [1] . A solution of the problem, based on a decomposition of the set of all schedules into local regions in which the optimization problem is convex, is given. Furthermore, it is shown that the problem is NP-hard for every value of p.
In this work we will consider the problem of scheduling r irregular polygons with a generalized version of the function (1.1) as optimization criterion. Each distance on the circle will be weighted by a nonnegative number. In connection with railway problems a weight for a distance for instance may be the number of passengers for whom this distance is of importance.
For the problem of scheduling trains this polygon scheduling problem is only able to optimize the train schedule on one track or in one station. However in practice the schedules in different stations or on different tracks are not independent and so one has to coordinate these schedules. This leads to a generalization of the polygon scheduling problem where polygons have to be scheduled on several circles simultaneously. More precisely, we have a set of circles and a set of polygons. The circle length is again determined as the least common multiplier of the length of all period patterns for the different routes. Each of the polygons has to be scheduled on a given subset of the circles and between the position of one polygon on two different circles there are fixed differences. The criterion function again will be the weighted version of the function (1.1), where Ul, ... ,u~ now denote the distances between neighboring vertices on all circles.
A problem of this type is mentioned by Cerny and Guldan [6] . In connection with transportation problems they define several polygon scheduling problems. One of these problems is related to a special version of the problem formulated above, in which there are only regular polygons. However, Cerny and Guldan do not give a solution method for their problem.
We will start with a mathematical formulation of the considered problems in Section 2. In Section 3 we will reformulate these continuous optimization problems as a discrete optimization problem by decomposing the set of all possible schedules into a finite number of local regions. This decomposition is based on the decomposition given in Brucker et al. [1] . We will refine this approach to get a one-to-one characterization of the local regions and a compact description of the number of local regions.
In Section 4 we will consider the local optimization problems in more detail. For the optimization criteria of maximizing the minimum weighted distance, minimizing the maximum weighted distance and minimizing the sum of weighted distances the local optimization problems are reduced to network flow problems which are polynomially solvable. Topics for further research and some concluding remarks are mentioned in Section 5.
Formulation of the problem
Cerny [5] used a railway scheduling problem as motivation for the polygon scheduling problem. A set of train-routes passes through some railway station. For each route the distances between successive trains are known. The problem is to find a schedule of the trains which minimizes some objective depending on the distances between successive trains. If we represent the scheduling period by a circle, the arrivals of trains corresponds to vertices on the circle. Since the distances between successive trains of one route are fixed, we may consider the vertices belonging to the trains of one route as a polygon with vertices on the circle. This leads to the following problem. In practice there are many different stations which are connected by tracks. The trains of a route pass through some of these stations in a given order. The arrivals of a train at two consecutive stations on the route differs by the time the train uses to travel between the stations. Therefore, the position of the polygons at the different stations corresponding to this route are depending on each other. However, with the general problem we just can optimize the schedule for each of the stations independently. This will lead to contradictions between the calculated arrival and departure times for trains of a route at the different stations.
General
Therefore, we will generalize the general problem in such a way, that we schedule polygons on different circles simultaneously. The circles will correspond to the different stations. Between the polygons on the different circles there will be connections which are expressed by paths in a graph. A path will express the order in which the trains of a route pass through the stations and the travel times will be expressed by the length of the arcs in the graph. To simplify the notation, we will assume that the travel times between two stations are the same for all trains. If we want to model the more realistic situation that the travel times are depending on the routes, we have to associate with each arc a vector of arc length. However, the derived results can be obtained for this case in the same way as for the case of constant travel times. If we want to get an exact mathematical description of these problems we must find a unique mathematical description of a schedule of the polygons and we must specify the objective function. Let 0 be a fixed point on the circles called origin. Then a schedule can be described by a vector t e m" of distances ti (taken clockwise) between 0 and a fixed vertex of polygon Pi for the general problem and between 0 and a fixed vertex of polygon Pi on circle Ci, for the path constrained problem (i = 1 ..... r). We may assume that
In order to define the criterion function we denote for a given schedule t by U(t) the multiset of all distances between all pairs of neighboring vertices on all circles. If vertices coincide, the distance between them is zero. Furthermore, a weight a(u) e Rg is associated with each distance u e U(t). The value of the criterion function for a schedule t is
where p is a fixed value with -oc ~<p<0 or l~<p~< oc. We setf(t)= oc, if -oo < p < 0 and there exist some zero distance u in U(t).
The two problems now can be formulated as follows: min f(t). te[R/A]"
For p = --max oo this problem reduces to
and for p --oo to rain max a(u)u.
In general (2.2) is a nonlinear nonconvex optimization problem which has many local optima. Therefore no standard solution methods can be used to solve this problem. Furthermore, this problem is NP-hard for every value of p even for the general problem with all weights equal (see [1] ).
The combinatorial structure of the polygon scheduling problem
Brucker et al. [1] presented a decomposition approach for the unweighted version of the general problem. Since the structure of the solution space does not depend on the weights for the distances, the ideas of Brucker et al. [1] can also be used for the weighted case (2.2). We will first refine their approach such that we get an exact description of the local regions for the general problem. Afterwards, we will shortly mention how this approach may be applied to the path constrained problem.
The decomposition of the general problem
The decomposition idea is very simple. We define a local region as a set of schedules with the same sequence of vertices on the circle. However, if we want to use this decomposition idea for a solution method, we first have to give a description of the set of all local regions, which can be used to enumerate this set.
Let to be a schedule such that no two vertices coincide. According to Guldan [8] schedules with this property will be called free. For free schedules the cyclic sequence of vertices is uniquely defined. Another schedule t (which may be nonfree) has the same cyclic sequence of vertices as to, if by a proper choice of the ordering of coinciding vertices the vertices of t can be arranged in the same sequence as the vertices of to. Therefore, we can associate with to the local region Z~a(to) := {t e [N/A]rl t has the same cyclic sequence of vertices as to}.
A nonfree schedule t can be mapped into a free schedule t' by the following procedure. Consider a pair of coinciding vertices of t. Move one of the polygons which belong to this pair of coinciding vertices clockwise by an amount 6 > 0. If 6 is chosen sufficiently small the order of the vertices will not change. This procedure is repeated until all coincidences are eliminated. The result is a free schedule t'. Obviously, the ordering of the coinciding vertices of t can be chosen in such a way that t has the same cyclic sequence of vertices as t'. Therefore, the system 50 --{50(t) ] t is a free schedule} is a decomposition of [R/A]'. Unfortunately, the number of free schedules is not finite and it is not possible to enumerate all local regions by enumerating all free schedules.
In order to enumerate the local regions from 5 ° , we will identify them by labeled intrees T, with node set {1, 2, ..., r} and root r. The nodes of the trees T correspond to polygons and an arc (i,j) of a tree T will be labeled with a pair [v,w] , where v is a vertex of polygon Pi and w a vertex of polygon P~.
We define that for each arc (i,j) with label Iv, w] in the tree T the vertices v and w coincide and that v is arranged before w in the cyclic order of vertices on the circle.
This leads in a unique way to a nonfree schedule t(T) with a unique order for the coinciding vertices which appear as arc labels. But it may happen that also vertices that do not appear as arc labels coincide, i.e. the order of the vertices in the schedule t(T) is not uniquely defined. Therefore, the schedule t(T) does not define a unique local region.
In order to get a uniquely defined local region, we have to define a unique order for all coinciding vertices. This can be done by extending the labeled intree T to an arc The procedure given above yields in a unique way an acyclic arc labeled graph, such that for all pairwise coinciding vertices there exists an arc between the nodes of the corresponding polygons. If we now define, that for coinciding vertices v of polygon P~ and w of polygon P j, the vertex v is arranged before the vertex w, iff(i,j) is an arc in the graph S(T), we get a unique sequence for the vertices of the schedule t(T). From the above discussion we know that each labeled intree defines a local region. But if we want to use the labeled intrees for enumeration of all local regions, we have to show that for each free schedule to one can find a corresponding intree T(to), such that the schedule t(T(to)) has the same cyclic sequence of vertices as to. Proof. Starting from the schedule to we get iteratively an intree T(to)
In the (k + 1)th step we move the polygons P~, Pil, -.., Pi~ simultaneously in counterclockwise direction, until for the first time vertices of P~, Pi~, ..., Pik hit some vertices of one of the remaining polygons, say Pi~+~ (the distance by which the polygons are moved may be 0). Let P J1, .... P~I be the subset of the polygons P~, Pi~, ..., Pik, which have coinciding vertices with the polygon Pik+~. Furthermore, let j be the index in the set jl, ... ,Ji with maximal depth in the tree, which has been constructed in the first k steps. Now we add an arc (ik ÷ 1 ,j) with a label Iv, w], where v and w are coinciding vertices of the two polygons Pi~l and Pi, to the existing arcs. The choice of the index j guarantees that for all coinciding vertices of the polygon Pi~+~ and the polygons Pj ..... , P j, the arcs (ik+ 1,jl) 
, ..., (ik÷ 1,jl) are added to the graph S(T),
After r -1 steps we have added r -1 arcs and therefore we get an intree. It is obvious, that to E ~(T).
[] The above construction shows that for each local region 5¢(to) there exists an arc labeled intree T such that L~°(T) = 5¢(to). Therefore, the system {£~a(T) [ T is an arc labeled intree with root r} is a decomposition of [R/A]" and it is possible to enumerate all local regions via constructing all possible arc labeled intrees with r vertices and a fixed root.
Furthermore, the number of arc labeled intrees is an upper bound on the number of local regions. This number is given by the following Theorem (see [1] ).
Theorem 3.2. The number T, of different arc labeled intrees with r vertices and a fixed root is given by
where m~ is the number of vertices of Polygon Pi.
However, this bound on the number of local regions is not sharp, because different arc labeled intrees may lead to the same graph S(T), thus representing the same local region, as Fig. 1 shows. In both cases (1) and (2) the trees T1 and T2 lead to the same graph S(T) and therefore define the same local region. In Case (1) a perturbation of the data will overcome this problem, because in the perturbed problem an additional coincidence of vertices, which is not expressed by the tree, may not occur. In Case (2) both trees T1 and Tz describe that the vertices u, v and w coincide at one point of the circle. Therefore, a perturbation of the data will not prevent the additional coincidence of vertices. The crucial point in Case (2) is that more than two vertices coincide at one point on the circle. In such situations the graph S(T) has to define a linear order for the coinciding vertices. The tree Tz in Case (2) itself defines the linear order for the vertices u, v and w, whereas the tree T~ does not define an order for the vertices u and v. But it is easy to see that for each choice of the order of u and v there exists a tree which defines the same linear order for the three vertices without using an arc of the graph S(T).
This observation can be formulated more generally by: 
. If for a 9iven tree T vertices of the polygons P1, ..., Pk coincide in the schedule t(T) at a point x on the circle we have: (1) S(T) contains

S(T') = S(T). tree T' that contains no arc (i~,il) with
depth(i) > depth(j) for all arcs (i,j) in S(T). (3.4)
For each node i • {1 ...
.. r -1} there exists a node i' such that (i,i') is an arc in S(T)
and depth(i) = depth(i') + 1. Denote by T' the graph containing the arcs (i,i') with corresponding coinciding vertices of the schedule t(T) as arc labels; i = 1 ..... r -1. Trees with this property will be called free trees. For the calculation of an upper bound on the number of different local regions it is of interest to calculate the number of different free trees.
Obviously, T' is an intree and t(T')= t(T). The restrictions (3.4) imply that S(T') = S(T).
It remains to show that T' does not contain arcs (i;, i~) with j, l• {1 .... , k} with l ~j + 1. Since [depth(ij) -depth(iz)
[
Theorem 3.4. The number FTr of different free arc labeled intrees with r vertices and a fixed root r is given by
Proof. First notice that a given tree leads in a unique way to an intree if we specify the root. Therefore, T, is equal to the number of different arc labeled trees with r vertices. In order to calculate this number, we will look at the degrees of the nodes of a tree. i and j in T, such that all vertices, which belong to labels of this path, coincide with v and w on the circle. This property ND is not restrictive, because it is possible to perturb each instance of a polygon scheduling problem in such a way that it satisfies the property ND. This perturbation can be done by arbitrary small changes in the data. Therefore, it has no influence on the optimal schedule, because the objective function depends continuously on the perturbation. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. For a problem satisfying property ND two different free labeled intrees T1 and T 2 lead to different graphs S(T1) and S(T2).
Proof. Assume a multigraph S(T) contains two arcs (i, jl) and (i,j2) withj~ ~j2. We will show that only one of these two arcs may belong to a free tree T' with
S(T') = S(T).
Due to property ND the free tree T' must contain a path from i to jl and a path from i to j2. All the vertices which belong to labels of these paths coincide on the circle. Therefore, S(T) contains either a path from jl to j2 or a path fromj2 to jl such that all the vertices which belong to labels of the paths coincide on the circle. Due to property ND the free tree T' must also contain such a path. In the first case (i, jz) and in the second case (i, jl) cannot be an arc in the free tree T
' with S(T') = S(T).
The above discussion shows that for each node i there is a unique successor in any free intree T' with S(T') = S(T). This completes the proof of the lemma. [] Using Lemma 3.1 we can prove the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let T 1 ¢: T 2 be free labeled intrees for a problem satisfying property ND. Then ~LP(T 1) ~ &a(T2).
Proof. Let us assume that the two different free labeled intrees T 1 and T 2 describe the same local region; i.e. f(T 1) = Lf(T2). Furthermore, we may assume that for the schedules t I = t(T 1) and t 2 = t(T 2) we have t~ = t~. (3.14)
From (3.11) and (3.13) it follows that
On the other hand, we have for all arcs (i,j) in the tree Tk:
Therefore, we get with (3.12) and (3.14):
x~<x~, i= 1 ..... r-l; k=1,2. 
The decomposition of the path constrained problem
If we want to apply the decomposition idea to the path constrained problem, we first have to adapt the definition of a local region. Here a local region will be a set of schedules which have the same cyclic sequence of vertices on all circles. To identify such a local region, it is again possible to use labeled rooted intrees with node set {1, ... ,r) and root r. But for the path constrained problem we have to extend the labels of the arcs. It is not sufficient to label an arc (i,j) merely with a tuple [v, w] of vertices, because it is not clear on which circle these vertices have to coincide. Therefore we will label the arcs with triples Iv, w, k], where k denotes the index of a circle and v and w again denote vertices of the polygons which correspond to this arc. An arc (i,j) with label Iv, w, k] describes that the vertex v of Pi coincide with the vertex w of Pj on the circle Ck and that we arrange v before w in the cyclic order of vertices on the circle Ck.
It is easy to see that not all labelings for the arcs of a tree lead to a possible schedule.
If an arc (i,j) is labeled with a triple [-v, w, k] and k is a circle not contained in both paths Pi and p j, then one of the polygons Pi or Pj will not be scheduled on the circle Ck and therefore it is not possible that the vertices v of Pi and w of Pj coincide on the circle Ck.
Due to this observation we treat a triple Iv, w, k] only as a label for an arc (i,j) if v is a vertex of P~, w is a vertex of Pj and k ~ {p~c~pj). Here {pic~pj) denotes the set of nodes which appear in both paths p/and pj. An arc labeled intree with such labels will be called a proper labeled intree.
For a proper labeled intree T we again can define as for the general problem a corresponding schedule t(T), a graph S(T) which defines the order of coinciding vertices in t(T), and therefore a local region £~(T) (see Section 3.1). Also it is obvious that the result from Theorem 3.1 holds for the path constrained problem, i.e. the system {Za(T) J T is a proper labeled intree with root r) is a decomposition of [~/A] r and it is possible to enumerate all local regions via constructing all possible proper labeled intrees with r vertices and a fixed root. If we generalize the definitions of the properties Free and ND to proper labeled trees, we can show that the number of different local regions for the path constrained problem is given by the number of free proper labeled intrees. However, for this number we will not get a compact description as in Theorem 3.5, since this number depends on the structure of the graph Gp.
As a conclusion of Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 it is possible to formulate the considered problem (2.2) in the following way: rain f(T), (3.17) T~MFT where MFT denotes the set of all possible free (proper) arc labeled intrees with r vertices and a fixed root and wheref(T) is defined by f(r) = min f(t), (3.18) 
t~AV(T)
Therefore it is possible to solve the global optimization problem (2.2) by solving the corresponding local optimization problem (3.18) for each free labeled intree T and compare all solutions to find the best. Methods for enumerating trees can be found for instance in Christofides [7] .
Local optimization
In the last section we have reduced the general problem (2.2) to a finite number of local optimization problems (3.18) . It remains to show how the optimal valuef(T) of this local optimization problem can be calculated for a given tree T. For the unweighted case of the general problem Brucker et al. [1] considered these problems for p = -~ and p = ~. They show that the local optimization problems can be solved by network optimization techniques. In this section we will study these problems for the path constrained problem in connection with some special class of weights a(u) for the distances u. For p = -~ and p = oc this will lead to a slight generalization of the methods presented by Brucker et al. [1] . For p = 1 (this case does not make sense for the unweighted criterion function) we will show that the local optimization problem can also be solved by a network flow problem.
First we will describe the problem For all u ~ U~j(T) we have u >~ dii(T) and thus u + xj -xi ~> 0. Therefore for each p with -oc <~p~<0 or l~<p~< ~ the problem P(T) is a well-defined convex optimization problem with linear constraints which can be solved -in principle -by well-known methods.
For further considerations we will make use of more specific weights a(u) for the distances u on the circle. The weights of the distances are classified via the polygons which lead to the distances and via the circles on which they appear. In the following Sections 4.1 and 4.2 we will study the problem (4.2) for the values p=-oo, p= oo andp= 1.
The maxmin(p = --oo) and the minmax(p = oo ) problem
For p = -oo and p = oo it is possible to generalize the approach of Brucker et al. [1] for the unweighted version of the general problem to solve problem (4.2). In this approach the local optimization problem is formulated as linear program and it is shown that the corresponding dual problem can be reduced to calculate a cycle of minimum average length for the case p = -oo, and a cycle of maximum average length for the case p = oo, respectively, in a complete loop free network with r vertices and arc length dij(T); i,j = 1, ... ,r; i ~ j.
In the following we will describe in short the necessary modifications of the approach of Brucker et al. that enable us to solve problem (4.2) for p = -oo and p = oo. The used techniques and proofs are similar to that of Brucker et al. and can be found in Hurink [10] . First we will look at the problem of maximizing the minimum weighted distance, i.e. we treat the case p = -oo. Here and a cycle with minimum cost to time ratio can be found in polynomial time (see [11] ). The change of the network due to the approach of Brucker et al. is a consequence of the generalization to the path constrained problem, whereas the introduction of the weights in the criterion function leads to cycles with minimum cost to time ratio instead of cycles with minimum average length.
For the problem of minimizing the maximum distance (p = oc) we again get a linear problem. Here 
. r; k ~ {p,c~pj}} and h(T)'E--+ ~ defined by (i,j) k ~-~h~j(T).
The sum of weighted distances problem (p = 1)
If in (4.2) we take p = 1 we get the problem of minimizing the sum of weighted distances. For this optimization criteria the special case, that all weights are equal, is not of interest, since in this case the value of the objective function is equal for all schedules in [R/A] r. Therefore, we assume that not all weights are equal. The local problem P(T) then can be formulated by it has a solution and can be solved by well-known methods in polynomial time. Therefore, we can find a tree T, such that the corresponding local region Y(T) contains an optimal solution of the global problem (2.2) by solving the dual problems (4.5) for all free proper labeled intrees.
Conclusion
We have considered the problem of scheduling irregular polygons with vertices on a circle under different objectives. The optimization criteria were depending on the distances between adjacent vertices on the circle. Furthermore, we have considered a more general problem where polygons on different circles have to be scheduled simultaneously. Between the polygons on the different circles there are connections which can be expressed by paths in a graph. This generalization of the polygon scheduling problem has an application in the area of railway scheduling.
These polygon scheduling problems are continuous optimization problems, which are NP-hard in the strong sense. We have reformulated them as discrete optimization problems min~s~ c(s) where each solution s e ~ represents a continuous set of schedules. The objective function value c(s) of a solution s e ~ is the optimal value of a convex optimization problem with linear constrains.
For the objectives maximizing the minimum weighted distance, minimizing the maximum weighted distance, and minimizing the sum of weighted distances the problems of calculating the value c(s) reduce to linear programming problems. The corresponding dual problems are special network flow problems which can be solved by well-known methods.
Since the cardinality of the set 5 e is exponential, it is only practicable for small problems to use these results for an enumerative solution method. Based on the discrete formulation of the polygon scheduling problem Hurink [10] developed two neighborhood structures. They can be used to adapt local search heuristics to the polygon scheduling problem. Computational tests show that local search methods in connection with one of the two neighborhood structures lead to good results.
For further research in the area of the polygon scheduling problem, the discrete optimization problem formulation could be useful. Since each solution s e ,9 ~ can be represented by a sequence of vertices on the circle, the polygon scheduling problem can be considered as a sequencing problem with complex subproblems (calculating c(s)). Many other practical problems (shop problem, batching and lot-sizing problems, etc.) can also be formulated as sequencing problems with complex subproblems. Therefore it is an interesting question if it is possible to transfer known solution methods for these problems to the polygon scheduling problem.
